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The purpose of the present paper is to explain the phenomenon of 'double modality' III 

-Korean. This paper claims that the -most reasonable explanation for such a phenomenon 

-requires the Performative Analysis (cL Austin, 1965; Ross, 1970) . The Performative Analysis 

.for 'double modality' in Korean seems to be structurally and semantically correct. 1 

By 'double modality', I mean that on the surface a seemingly simple sentence has two 

-whole modality constituents doubled. 'Modality' here is used in the sense of Fillmore's Case 

. Grammar (968) , where the initial constituents are composed of Proposition and Modality. 

'In the traditional sense, modality here refers to the so-called 'verbal affix' or 'verbal ending' 

·'in Korean. Schematically, the phenomenon of double modality in Korean looks like (l). 

Cl) C1o - V - (Tns-SL - Md - S-typeJ M- CTns- SL-Md - S-typeJM 

where: C = Case, V = Verb, Tns = T ense, SL = Speech Level, 

Md = Mood, S-type= Sentence Type, M=Modality 

If we introduce the Performative Analysis into Korean Syntax, we can predict SL and 

'S-Type among others, but I will ignore such a discussion here for brevity 's sake of the main 

.topic (cf . Lee H-B., 1970) . For ease of readability, I will cite subcategorization of grammati

..ca I categories of the modality constituent. 

{ 
Non·past } 

(2) Tns ~ Past (Past) 

\ 

Authoritative 
Formal 
Familiar 
IntimateO ) 
Intimate (2) 
Plain (= N eutra!) 

Md ----+ Ret~o~I?ective 
{

Indicative 1 
Achvltlve 
Apperceptive 

1 
j 

*For Short 

Autho 
Fol 
Fal 
Inti ( l ) 
Inti (2) 
Plain (Neut) 

Indi 
Retro 
Acti 
Apper 

1 For other types of s upport for the Performa tive Sentence in Korean, see Lee H-B. (1970) . 
2 I owe the subcategorization of Speech Le,· el to Martin -Lee (1969). It should be noted th at Polite 

SL in Yang I-S. ( forthcoming ) is treated quite differently from Mar tin-Lee (1969) . 
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J
' Statement 1 

Sot e --+ Question 
yp 1 Command f 

Suggestion 

Stat 
Ques 
Comm 
Sugg 

Since the modality constituent of Korean is morhpologicall y so complex, I will cite a table

for ease of readability. Speaking of Speech Level, only Formal SL has its su rface form (i. e. 

sip), and yet each SL is ultimately determined by the total combination of grammatical 

categories such as SL, Moo~, and S-type. As we see in the following table, the paradigm 

has many gaps, simply because many grammatical ca tegories in certain combinations have' 

unrealized surface forms. Tense category is omitted in the table, since it does not contribute 

to the determination of Speech Level. On the surface, only Past tense has its form (i.e. Ass) _ 

When it is doubled, it becomes Past-Past tense ( i.e. Ass·Ass) . Present tense is not realized on 

the surface in terms of its own shape. Retrospective mood and Apperceptive mood are not 

shown in the table. In terms of forms, Plain SL and Neutral SL are substitutable with each 

other in most cases. But strictly speaking, they are different; only Neutral SL is used in the 

modality of the embedded sentence. For example, both nin·ya and ni (ni is not shown in the 

table) are substitutionally used for Plain SL in the question sentence, but only nin·ya is allowed 

in the modality of the embedded question sentence. 

(6) Simplified Table of Modality Elements 

Formal I Fam iliar 1 Intimate (l) Int imate ( 2)- . Plain Autho 
SL Md Sot SL Md Sot SL Md Sot SL Md Sot I SL Md S·t I SL Md Sot 

Stat sip nJ la ne 

I 
A ci nin ta 0 

Ques sip nl kka na A Cl nin la 0 

Comm sip SI 0 ke A Cl - Ala - 0 

Su gg sip SI ta se A Cl - ca - Cl 

With the above preliminary informat ion about the modality constituent, we are now read,' 

to discuss the main topic. Let us consider the following sentences . 

(7) a. John-ka 
Nom 

kimchie- lil m;lk-nin-ta 
Acc eat Indi Stat 

'John ea ts kimchie' (Plain SL) 

b. John-ka kimchie·lil m;lk-sip-ni-ta 
Fol 

'John ea ts kimchie' (Formal SL) 

(8) a . John-ka kimchie-l il m;lk-niTl,ta -Tlin -ta 
Indi Stat Indi Stat 

where: 
Nominative 

Accusative 

'(I tell you that) John eats kimchie' (Plain SL) 
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b. John-ka kimchie-lil m~k-niil-ta-sip-ni-ta 

Indi Stat Fol Indi Stat 

'(I tell you that) John easts kimchie' (Formal SL) 

Sentences (7) are unquotative expressions. On the other hand, sentences (B) are 'some: 

sort' of quotative expessions. My expression 'some sort' of quotative · expression needs c1arifi-

cation. As far as the message is concerned, sentences (7) and sentences (8) are the same irr. 

terms of truth-value synonymity. As English translations suggest, some sort of quotative, 

expression (B) are allowed to be used only by the speaker, excluding the second person and 

the third person. Through some sort of quotative expressions CB) .. the speaker seems to

communicate with the addressee about things or events by 'filtering' things or events through 

the speaker himself. When we change statement sentences (8) into question sentences, we: 

get sentences (9). 

(9) a. John-ka kimchie-lil m<lk-nin-ta-nin-ya 
Nom Acc eat Indi Stat Indi Ques 

'(I ask you) Does John eat kimchie?' (Plain SL) 

b. John-ka kimchie-lil, m~k-nin-ta-sip-ni-kka 

Indi Stat Fol Indi Ques 

' (I ask you) Does John eat kimchie?' (Formal SL) 

Through some sort of quotative expressions (9), the speaker seems to communicate with the 

addressee about things or events by 'filtering' things or events through the addressee. Let us. 

call this sort of quotative expressions (8) and (9) 'filtered quotative' expression just for 

convenience. 

Let us now observe formal differences between sentences (7) and sentences (8) . Sentences. 

(7) contain only one modality constituent, say, nin-ta in (7a) an sip-ni-ta in (7b) . On the 

other hand, sentences (8) contain double modality, say, nin-ta and nin-ta in (8a) and nin-ta 

and sip-ni-ta in (8b) . Two modalities in double modality may be referred to as the 'inner' 

modality and the 'outer' modality. Our concern here is how to provide a generative source· 

for double modality. In what follows, we will examine some alternatives for the ex planation 

of the phenomenon of double modality in Korean. 

One might propose Extra-Modality Copying, which says that the 'outer' modality is copied 

from the 'inner' modality. If we follow this approach, we must explain why the identical 

elements are doubled in (Ba) while the non-identical elements are doubled in (8b) . We have, 

no reasonable justification for such a heterogeneous copying transformation. Furthermore, in. 
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sentences (9) . the 'inner' modality elements belong to the modality elements of the statement 

·sentence while the copied 'ou ter' modality elements belong to the modality elements of the 

-question sentence. H ere also, we have no justification for such a heterogeneous copying 

transformation. Thus, the approach of Extra-Modality Copying is not interesting for the 

reasonable explanation for the phenomenon of ·double modality under consideration. 

Some others might propose Semantic Interpretation to the effect that the sentence which 

has double modality has' the reading of the filtered quotative expression. If we follow the 

-.approach of Semantic Interpretation, we must postulate two modalities in the underlying 

:s tructure; one is the 'inner' modality which is obligatory, and the other is the 'outer' modal

ity which is optional, as shown in (l0) -

(10) S -- P - M (M) 

With certain constraints on modality constituents to the effect that the 'inner' modality has 

.the constant form while the 'outer' modality varies, for example, this approach of Semantic 

lnterpretation might account for the data under considera tion. 

ow let us expand our data in order to test whether the approach of Semantic Interpret

.ation, which invokes two modalities in the underlying structure, can account for the expanded 

.aata. (Experiencer (= Dative) , Complementizer) 

Cl1) a. na-ka ne-eke (]ohn-ka kimchie-lil mClk-nin-ta) -ko 
I Nom you Exp Nom 

malha-nin-ta 
tell Indi Stat 

'I tell you that John eats kimchie' 

Acc eat Indi Stat Comp 
(quote) 

(Plain SL) 

b. ce·ka tangsin-eke (]ohn-ka kimchie-lil mClk-nin-ta) -ko 
I Nom you Exp 

malha-si p-ni-ta 
tell Fol Ind i Stat 

Nom Acc eat Ind i Stat Comp 
(quote) 

'I tell yo u that John eats kimchie' (Formal SL) 

'The sentence (8 a) which contains double modality is synonymous with the sentence (11 a) 

-which contains the quoting sentence. where the speaker is the subject and the addressee is 

'the second person. The sentence (8 a) and the sentence ( ll a) are substitutable in any 

-contex t. The only difference between them is that the latter includes some portion of red un

<dancy (i.e. the quoting sentence). The same is true of sentences (8 b) and (llb) . Since 
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-~entences (ll a, b) do not contain double modali ty, the approach of Semantic In~erpretation 

must not choose the second Modali ty from (10) ; instead' it must invoke KO-Quote-Comple

menta tion for the underlying structure (12) of the sentence (11 a) _ 

(12) (underlying for 11 a) 

.A-

.11& 

fu 
-------------------P H 

E~J - ~ ~ V Tns si Md - S ... t 
~ ~ 1 /1 I 
~ Comp ?res Neut Indi Stat 

~~ 
A 0 V 'l'i1s SL Md T-t 

I I I i 
Pres Neut Ind i Stat 

ne John kimchie J J nl n Jl ko malha r/J 
me!< 

where: Agentive, Experiencer (Dative) , Objective, 

Proposition, Modality, Complementizer, Tense, 

Present (== Non-past) , Sentence-type, Indicative, 

Neutral SL, Statement, Mood 

ta 

The approach of Semantic Interpretation must postulate a separate underlying structure for 

the sentence (8 a) , since this sentence contains double modality . In other words, the underly

ing structure for the sentence (8 a) most choose both the 'inner' modality and the 'outer' 

modality ·from (I 0) , as in (I3) . 

(13) (underlying for 8 a) 
s 

p- M 

~ ~ ~-y .A 0 V Tns SL ~d S- t 

j I I I I J I I I Pres Neut Indi Stat es Neut Indi Stat 

I I I I I j I. I ·John kilnchi e m~k r/J r/J na.n t a r/J r/J nl.l"l ta 

As we see in the above, if we follow the approach of Semantic Intertation, we are forced 

to postula te two separa te underlying structures for the synonymous sentences (8 a) and (11a) . 

Then, the consequence of the postulation of two separate underlying structures for the syno-
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nymous sentences is that the sentence (8 a) and the sentence (11 a) must be semantically 

different. This consequence is emirically false, simply because the sentence (8 a) and the 

sentence (11 a) are synonymous with each other. Furthermore, speaking in terms of forms, 

the approach of Semantic Interpretation proposed for the phenomen of double modality in 

Korean loses generality. This statement needs clarification. Sentences like (11) a re ' reducible' 

to sentences like (8) in terms of actual speech naturalness. This means that when somebody 

uses sentences like (11) instead of sentences like CS) , he will sound like a beginning student 

in Korean who tends to use grammatically acceptable but unnatural utterances. Since sentences 

like (11) are both semantically and formally 'reducible' to sentences like (8) , sentences like (8) 

must have two separa te generative sources: one is (12), and the other is (13), for example, 

according to the approach of Semantic Interpretation proposed for the phenomenon of double 

modality in Korean. Thus, it is safe to say that the proposed approach of Semantic Interpre

tation loses linguistically significant generality. 

Since both the approach of Extra-Modali ty Copying and the approach of Sema ntic Inter· 

pretation for the phenomenon of double modality in Korean are not satisfactory, we need an 

alternative explanation. For a third alternative, let us hypothesize that the generative source 

for double modality is the Performative Sentence, where Agentive NP is the first person and 

Experiencer NP is the second person. Under the the Performative Ana lysis for double modal

ity, we need two rules in order to derive the sentence with double modality (e.g. (13» from 

the underlying structure (12) ; they are Performative Modality Preserv ing, which lowers the 

modality of the Performative Sentence to the modali ty of the immediately embedded sentence, 

and Performative Deletion (cL Ross, 1970: 249) . On the assumption that the Performative 

Analysis is the correct approach for the phenomenon of double modality in Korean, let us 

formulate those two rules first. 

(14) Performative Modality Preserving (opt) 

SD: A + E - [P - MJS - KO + V 

[
+ lst ] 

Person 
r + 2nd ] 
L Person 

1 23 

SC: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 --> 1, 2, 3 :J:I: 5, 4, 5 

(15) Per formative Deletion 

[ + Perform] 

4 

SD: A + E - [P + MJs - KO + V 

[ + 1st ] 
Person [ + 2nd ] 

Person 
[+ Perform] 

1 2 3 

M 

5 

+ M 
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SC: 1, 2, 3 ~ ljJ, 2, ljJ, 

where: If (14) applies, (15) is obligatory; 

otherwise, (15) is optionaL 

29 

Now justification for the Performative Analysis of double modality in Korean is in or'der. 

I t is a fact tha t the statement sentence wit h double modality requires the first person Agentive 

a nd the second person Experiencer (= Dative) , which is one of the requirements for the 

P erformative Sentence (cf. Austin, 1965 :56) . Observe the following sentences . 

(16) a . H arry-ka 
Nom 

Mary-eke 
Exp 

malha- nin-ta 
tell Indi Stat 

(John-ka kimchie-lil 
Nom Acc 

'Harry tells Mary that John eats kimchie' 

b. (Harry-ka Mary-eke (John-ka kimchie-lil 
Nom Exp Nom Ace 

malha-nin-ta) -nin-ta 
tell Indi Stat Indi Stat 

m~k-nin-ta) -ko 
eat Indi Stat Comp 

(quote) 

m~k-nin-ta) -ko 
eat Indi Stat Comp 

'(I tell you that) H arry tells Mary that John eats kimchie' 

c. na-ka 
I Nom 

ne-eke 
you Exp 

(Harry-ka Mary-eke 
Nom Exp 

m<lk-nin-ta) -ko malha- nin-ta) -ko 
eat Indi Stat Comp tell Indi Stat Comp 

(John-ka kimchie- lil 
Nom Acc 

malha- nin-ta 
tell Indi Stat 

'I tell you that Harry tells Mary that John eats kimchie' 

d. * (na-ka ne-eke (John-ka kimchie-lil m~k-nin-ta) -ko 
1 Nom you Exp Nom Acc ea t Indi Slat Comp 

malha- nin-ta) -nin-ta 
tell Indi Stat Indi Stat 

'(I tell you that) I tell you tha t John eats kimchie' 

The sentence (16 a) shows that the form 'Harry tells Mary that' is allowa ble for the frame

work of P-Marker (12) although Agentive NP is not the first person and Experiencer (= 

Dative) is not the second person. The sentence (16 a) looks like a conterexample to the 

Performative Analysis for the double modali ty construction. However, such an observation is 

superficial. The sentence (16 b) shows that if Agentive NP and Experiencer NP are not the 

first person and the second person respectively, another modality is suffixable at the end of 

the sentence. The sentence (16a) is an indirect quotat ive expression while the sentence Cl6b) 
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is a filtered qu otative expression. The undeleted sentence for 06 b) is the sentence (16 c). 

Furthermore, the sentence 06 d) shows that if a sentence includes the expression '1 tell you 

that', then the sentence is no longer allowed to have another modality suffixed to the end of 

the sentence. This fact suggests that the highest sentence (i.e. the ceiling sentence) is the

Performative Sentence. 

Another important requirement for the Performative Sentence is that its tense must be

P resent tense (cf. Austin, 1965:56) . Sentences with double modality in Korean do allow 

only Present tense for the 'outer' modality. Observe the following sentences. 

Cl 7) a. if (John·ka kimchie-lil mek-nin-ta) -Ass-ta 
Nom Acc eat Indi Stat Past Stat 

b. (John-ka kimchie-lil m<lk·Ass-ta) ·nin· ta 
Nom Acc eat Past Stat Indi Stat 

' (I tell you that) John ate kimchie.' 

The ungrammaticality of the sentence 0 7 a) is due to the Past tense ( Ass) in the 'outer" 

modality. The sentence 07 b) shows that the 'inner' modality allows the Past tense. Thus. 

the requirement that the Performative Sentence allow only the Present tense is met in the 

sentence with double modality in Korean. 

In Korean, the Speech Level is determined by the relation between the speaker and the 

addressee. Since the exact determination of Speech Levels needs ethno-socio- linguistic inform· 

ation, I do not here formulate rules for the determination of Speech Levels. Let us recall that 

I indicated that, although Korean has the morpheme of the Formal SL (si p), the ultimate 

form of the Speech Level is decided by the total combination of modality elements such as 

SL, Mood, and S-type. T able (6) shows that information . What attracts our attention is the 

Speech Level of the 'outer' modality of the sentence with double modality. It is a fact that 

the Speech Level of the 'outer' modality is determined by the relation between the speaker 

(i.e. the first person) and the addressee ( i.e. the second person) . This fact suggests ohat the 

'outer' modality is governed by the relaion between the speaker and the addressee of the 

Performative Sentence. Observe the following sentences. 

(8) a. (John·ka kimchie-lil m<lk·nin·ta) -sip-ni-ta 
Nom Ace eat Indi Stat Fol Indi Stat 

'Cl tell you that) John eats kimchie' (Formal SL) 

b. (John-ka kimchie-lil m<lk·nin-ta) -ne 

Stat 
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' (1 tell you that) John eats kimchie' (Familiar SL) 

c. (John-ka kimchie-lil mdk-nin-ta) -A3 

Stat 

' (1 tell you that) John eats kimchie' (lntimate ( l) SL) 

d. (John-ka kimchie-lil mdk-nin-ta) -ci 
Stat 

' (1 tell you that) John ea ts kimchie' (lntimate (2) SL) 

e. (John-l<a kimchie-lil mdk-nin-ta) -nin-ta 
Indi Stat 

'(1 tell you that) John eats kimchie' (Plain SL) 

f. (John-ka kimchie- lil mdk-nin-ta)-o 
Stat 

'(I tell you that) John eats kimchie' (Authoritative SL) 

31. 

Those sentences carry the same message; the only difference between them is the Speech

Level. The 'outer' modality in (18) has nothing to do with NP's (i.e. John and kimchie) in 

the bracketed sentence. Instead, the Speech Level of the 'outer' modality is determined by 

'who says the bracketed sentence to whom' in the real speech act. 

Note that the bracketed sentences in (18) have the same SL, namely, the Neutral SL. It is 

nothing surprising, since the modality of sentential complementations in Korean has the 

Neutral SL (except for the direct quotative complementation) . This fact suggests that the 

'outer' modality in sentences (18) belongs to the Performative Sentence' and that the imme

diately lower sentence under the Performative Sentence is KO-Quote-Comp (cf. (12» . In 

fact, on the surface, we have sentences with KO (i.e. the quotative morpheme) in the place 

of the 'outer' modality. Incidentally, in that case, there is no way to distinguish the Speech 

Level as seen in (19) , which express only the Plain SL. 

(19) a. (John-ka kimchie-lil mdk-nin-ta) -ko 
Nom Acc eat Indi Stat Comp 

(quote) 

'(I tell you that) John eats kimchie' (Plai n SL) 

h. (John-ka kimchie-lil mJk-Ass-ta) -ko 
Past 

' (I tell you that) John ate kimchie' (Plain SL) 

3 A as well as Ala and Ass is a morphophon eme, which is realized a after a or 0; in other envi-
ronments, it becom es d ( Vowel Harmony) . la plus a become tI •. ha 'do' plus a become hE_ 

Such a change must be explained. 
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1n sentences like (9) , the only way to express the Speech Level other than Plain SL is .to 

'Suffix the ' low-form' polite mediator ya and the 'high-form' polite mediator yo to the quotative 

morpheme ko, forming the 'low-form' Polite SL and the ' high-form' Poli te SL respectively, 

<IS seen in (20) _ 

(20) a_ (John-ka kimchie-lil m;}k-Ass- ta) -ko-yo 
Nom Acc eat Past Stat Comp 

' (1 tell you that) John ate kimchie' (High-form Polite SL) 

b. (John-ka kimchie- lil m;}k-Ass-ta) -ko 
Comp 

' (1 tell you that) John ate kimchie' (Pla in SL) 

c. (John-ka kimchie-lil m;}k-Ass-ta) -ko-ya 
Comp 

' (1 tell you that) John ate kimchie' (Low-form Polite SL) 

When the total Performa tive Sentence is deleted (only optional case) , the Speech Level is 

incorporated into the modality of the immediately lower sentence, which is the top-most surface 

.sentence. 1 will not formulate this fact in terms of the rule here. What is relevant and impor

tant is that the 'outer' modality and the filtered q'uotative complementizer, ko, are in comple

men tary distribution. In other words, in one speech utterance, if we choose a sentence like 

,(1 9) , we can not choose a sentence like (18) at the same time, and vice versa. 

Sentences with Ko-Quote-Comp need further comments. Observe the fo llowing sentences. 

{21) a. (John-ka Korea-e ka-nin-ta) -ko 
Nom Goal go Indi Stat Comp 

'Cl tell you tha t) John will go to Korea ' 

b , Mary-ka na-eke (John-ak Korea -e 
Nom I Exp 

'Mary tells me that John will go to Korea ' 

c , Mary-ka na-eke (John-ka Korea-e 
Nom I Exp 

ka-ni n-ta) -ko 
Comp 

ka-nin-ta) -ko ma lha-Ass-ta) -ko 
Comp tell Past Stat Comp 

' (1 tell you that) Mary told me that John will go to Korea' 

d, *na-ka ne-eke (John-ka Korea-e ka -nin-ta) -ko 
1 Nom you Exp Comp 

e, na-ka ne-eke (John-ka Korea -e ka -nin -ta) -ko malha- nin-ta 
I Nom you Exp Comp tell Indi Stat 

'1 tell you that John ,will go to Korea' 

f, * (na-ka 
I Nom 

ne-eke (John-ka 
you Exp 

Korea-e ka-nin-ta) -ko malha-nin-ta)-ko 
Comp tell Indi Stat Comp 
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g_ (na- ka ne-eke (John-ka Korea-e ka-nin-ta) -ko malha-Ass-ta) -ko 
tell Past Stat Comp 

(I tell you that) I told you that John will go to Korea' ka -nin-ta) -ko 

h . na-ka ne-eke (na-ka ne-eke (John-ka Korea-e 

malha-Ass-ta) -ko malha- nin-ta 

' I tell you that I told you that John wi ll go to Korea' 

.It is clear that the quotative sentence has two parts: one is the -quoted part , and the other is 

the quoting part. One characteristic of the sentence like (21 a) is its lack of the quoting part. 

-Our concern here is to fill up the quoting part (i. e. the gap) , which is missing. When asked 

to fill up the gap, native speakers of Korean will fill the gap up with 'I tell you' , which 

has the form of the sentence like (21 e) . T o pu t it differently, what is deleted is the Perform

ative Sentence.' One might argue that this does not provide any evidence for the Perform

ative Sentence since the quoter is not necessa rily the speaker (i.e. the first person) and the 

addressee is not necessarify the second person. He might cite the sentence like (21 b) , which 

has the quoting part of 'Mary tells me that'. This looks a valid counterexample . against the 

Performative Analysis of the sentences under consideration. However, if we expand our data, 

'Such a counter-argument falls down. As the sentence like (21 c) shows, if the quoter is net 

the first person and the addressee is not the second person, another KO-Quote-Comp is again 

suffixable to the sentence. When asked to fill up the gap for the sentence (21 c) , native 

s peakers of Korean will again fi ll up the sentence with 'I tell you' . On the other hand, if 

the quoter is the first person and the addressee is the second person, KO-Quote-Comp is no 

longer alloweed to be suffixed to the end of the sentence. This is show n in the sentence 

(21 f) . Sentences (21 a, e) show that the quoting part may be realized or may not be 

r ealized on the surface . The unrealized quoting part is explainable by Performative Deletion 

(cf. Ross, 1970: 249) . 

I stated that if the quoter is the fi rst person a nd the addressee is the second person, KO

-Quote-Comp is no longer allowed to be suffixed to the end of the sentence. However, this 

statement is too strong. The sentence (21 g) shows that the above statement does not hold 

true. If this is true, KO-Quote-Comp can not provide any evidence for the existence of the 

Performative Sentence. However, the seemingly counterexample sentence (21 g) to the Perform

.ative Analysis of the data under consideration rather provides a determining factor for the 

P erformative Analysis. Observe the ungrammatical sentence (21 f) , where the first person is 

the speaker and the seecond person is the addressee. We must pay attention to the difference 
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between the sentence (21 f) and the sentence (21 g) . The form er is ungrammatical while the 

la tter is grammatical. A close examination shows that the ungrammaticality of (21 f) and the 

grammaticality of (21 g) can be reduced to the difference of the Present tense of the quoting 

part of the sentence (21 f) vs. the Past tense of the quoting part of the sentence (21 g) . In 

other words, if the f inal quoting sentence (wi th the first person as the speaker and the second 

person as the addressee) has the P resent tense, that quoting sentence is the 'ceil ing' sentence. 

On the other hand, if th-e quoting sentence has the Past tense (i. e. the tense other than 

Present tense), another quoting sentence is attachable, as the sentence (21 h) shows. Thus, . 

the data under consideration meet a requirement of the Performative Sen tence, namely, the 

tense be the Present tense (cf. Austin, 1965: 56) . 

It seems to me that the above arguments support our hypothesis that the generative source· 

for double modality in Korean is the Performative Sentence. F urthermore, the quotative marker 

KO, which is suffixed to the end of the sentence can best be accou nted for in the same 

package. 

In order to account for the sentence like (19) , we need a rule which preserves the quotative 

complementizer ka from the Performative Sentence (e.g. (12» _ Let us call that rule KO-Quote

Comp Preserving. I formulate the rule in (22) _ 

(22) KO-Quate-Camp Preserving (opt) 

SD: A 

[+ 1st ] 
Person 

+ E 

[+2nd ] 
Person 

[ P - MJ s - KO - V 
[ + PerformJ 

+M 

1 2 3 4 5 

SC: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 - 1. 2, 3 # 4, 4, 5 

Since Performative Modality Preserving (14) and KO-Quote-Comp Preserv ing (22) are in 

complementary distribu tion , they must be disju nctively ordered. These two rules must precede 

Performative Deletion; otherwise, necessary elements for those rules can not be preserved. 

(23) Ordering 

(a) Performative Modality Preserving (opt) 1 
I (Disjunctive) 

Cb) KO-Quote-Comp Preserving (opt) J 

Cc) Performative Deletion: it is obligatory if (a) or Cb) applies; otherwise, it is optional. 

For illustration, let us take the sentence (Ba) , which has the underlying struc ture (12) . 

Performat ive Modality P reserving to (12) yields (24)_ 
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So 

-----~---------------
(24) 

P M 

A---E~-===-r---------V 

I / -------~~ Camp 

\ -----1--- ~ 
\ A I I 6 A 

na ne John ki!l1Cnie l11Clk ni.n- ta n~n-ta ko malha n ~n- ta 

Performative Deletion to (24) yields (25) _ 

(25) s 

P M 

I ---------A 0 V M ko 

I I i D , I 
John }lfimchie mck nirn-ta 

Case Marking will yield (26) , which ultima tely becomes (27) _ 

(26) III John-ka kimchie-lil m;;knin-ta-nin-ta III 

L 

35 

(Note: Three slashes refer to the representa tion which has not undergone morphophonemic 

rules.) 

(27) (jon-i kimchi-ri l mdouinda ndaJ 

On the other hand, if we do not apply P erforma tive Modality Preserving, we may a pply 

KO-Quote-Comp Preserving, which yields (28) , 

~ 
p ----------~--
I M 
o 

~ 1 Comp 

~ • M 
~ ~ 

A 0 V H k2. 

r I I 6 
J ohn kimehie l11a k n~n-ta 

(28) 

A 

I 
ko ko 

71a r.e 
rnalha 

V 

ni.n-ta 

Performative Deletion to (28) y ields (29) , 
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(29) s 
p M 

--------r------ -----------A 0 V M M 

I : I I 
Jefhn kimchi e TOak 

6 
ni.n-ta 

Case Marking will yield (30) , which ultima tely becomes (31) . 

(30) / / / John-ka kirnchie-lil m;:lk-nin-ta-ko / / / 

(31) [jon-i kimchi-ril m;:lDnindagoJ 

6 
n~n-ta 

W e have discussed the topic only with the sta tement sentence. The principle shown also 

holds true of the question sentence though some minor adjustments are needed. W e do not 

discuss them here. 

To conclude, the phenomenon of double modali ty in Korean can best be ex plained by 

introducing the Performative Analysis into Korean syntax. If that is true, Ross's proposa l 

fo r the existence of the Perform at ive Sen te nce in natura l languages is formally and seman

tica lly supported. In the interests of universa li ty, it wi ll be interesti ng to check whether the 

phenomenon of double moda lity ex ists a lso in other languages.4 
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